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FOREWORD
You can do it on a balcony or in a tiny little back lot: kitchen 
gardening. Even if you don’t have either a garden or green fingers - 
or are just lazy by nature - you can still grow vegetables with ease. 
We ourselves (Claudette and Annemarieke) didn’t have a garden so 
we just threw some seeds on some dirt we had put in an old wooden 
packing crate for oranges, before putting it out on our sunny roof 
terrace. We figured if you can grow stuff in a small garden, you can 
grow stuff in a small crate. And indeed within a couple of months we 
were rich in zucchinis and tomatoes. We were convinced that we had 
come up with a revolutionary concept! But yes, crate gardening was 
more of a pragmatic concept. Crates are bigger than pots, easier to 
stack and even look attractive - especially when baby zucchinis come 
up in an orange crate. It was wonderful to watch from day to day 
these brave vegetables grow and change color.

The only thing was: what could we do with our three kilograms 
of zucchini, ten tomatoes, one bunch of radishes and seven bent 
carrots? That’s when food stylist Marian Flint crossed our paths and 
suggested we make a cookbook to deal with the harvest that children 
sometimes come home with from their school’s garden <<such 
gardens are not so universal as here. Perhaps something else? Or 
leave out?>>.  ‘Because,’ she said, ‘those kinds of vegetables are not 
measured in pounds or kilos but by “handful” or “cubic meter”.’ That’s 
when we got the idea to share our strengths and make this book, Self 
Harvest, to not only show how easy it is to grow your own vegetables 
but also how to be creative when the harvest becomes overabundant. 
For examples, from that mountain of zucchini you can make zucchini 
spaghetti, and from those potatoes you just plucked from the earth 
you can make the best chips in the world. All this and more is possible 
for the urban farmer. So what are you waiting for? Pull up your 
sleeves and get planting and harvesting. From now on you can daily 
eat something fresh from your own packing crate of paradise.

Marian Flint
Claudette Halkes 
Annemarieke Piers

All recipes in this book are for 
four people. The dishes are on 
the table within a half hour.
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Cowboysoep
VOOR 4-6 PERSONEN

ZELFGEOOGST
• 2 aardappels, schillen en in 
 kleine stukjes snijden
• 1 ui, snipperen
• paar takjes koriander, wassen, 
 blaadjes eraf

UIT HET KEUKENKASTJE
• 2 eetlepel olijfolie
• 2 bouillonblokjes (kip), 
 voor 1 liter bouillon 
• zout en peper uit de molen

UIT DE WINKEL
• 1 blik maïs
• 1 blik red kidneybeans
• paar eetlepels crème fraîche

EXTRA NODIG
• staafmixer 

ZO MAAK JE HET
Fruit de ui in de olie tot deze goudgeel en glazig is. 
Voeg de maïs en de bouillon toe. Breng tegen de 
kook aan en laat een tijdje zachtjes koken. 
Pureer de soep grof. Voeg de aardappelblokjes toe. 
Laat zachtjes koken. Als de aardappels gaar zijn, 
voeg je de bonen toe. Die zijn al gaar, dus die kook 
je kort mee – tot ze goed warm zijn. Verdeel de soep 
over vier kommen en schep in elke kom een lepel 
crème fraîche. Bestrooi met korianderblaadjes. 
Lekker met tortilla chips en (voor volwassenen of pit-
tige kinderen): een eetlepel zoete chilisaus per kom.

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Met kant-en-klare 
broodmix kun je 

chilibroodjes maken. 
Kneed door het deeg een 
halve fijngehakte rode 
peper mee. Kneed of 

wikkel het deeg om een 
stok en bak boven 

de vuurkorf. 
Of maak er als je driehoog 
achter woont, langwerpige 

broodjes van. Die bak je 
in 20-30 min knapperig in 

een oven van 175°C.

Zucchini 
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STAPPENPLAN

STEP 2
Put 3 seeds into the ground in 
the corner of the crate where 

you want to later harvest 
your fruit. Have a climbing 

frame handy.

STEP 3
If 3 plants sprout then 

remove 2. If this saddens 
you, then give them away 
or plant them during a 

guerilla gardening action 
(see page 36).

STEP 5
You can harvest after 
about 9 weeks, and 
you can continue to 
do so for the rest of 

the summer.

STEP 1
Make the soil loose and 

damp, and if necessary add 
some manure.Easy going types

If given a chance the zucchini is 
a plant, just like pumpkin, that 
will happily take over your whole 
garden. Usually you need at least 
a meter of space between plants. 
If you put it in a crate, make sure 
it has a frame on which to grow up 
against, or otherwise choose for 
a non-climbing variety.

Sowing
Zucchini seeds sprout very easily. 
From April, you can plant them 
indoors under glass or plastic. 
From May, you can plant the seeds 
directly into the crates. Put the 
seed in the ground and make the 
soil damp, but be careful not to 
make it too wet because zucchini is 
very sensitive to rot. After about a 
week, the seedlings will start pop-
ping from the ground. Zucchini 
loves the sun but doesn’t feel the 
same way about wind. Let the tiny 
plants grow for a couple of days 
and remove two (if you have three) 
of the plants. Otherwise within a 
couple of months you’ll be drow-
ning in the stuff.

Fertilizing 
A zucchini plant gets both male 
and female flowers. A female flower 
can be recognized from the begin-

ning of its fruit. The stem between 
the stalk and the flower resembles 
a tiny, hairy mini zucchini. Male 
flowers are longer and with their 
pollen visible. Only female flowers 
develop into fruit, and only after 
they have been fertilized. Bees, 
bumble bees and other insects take 
care of that funny business.

Care
Give a zucchini plant enough wa-
ter and nutrients. Make sure the 
soil never dries up completely. 
Their big leaves cause them to lose 
a lot of moisture. To avoid rot you 
should water at the base of the 
plant and not over the fruits or lea-
ves. 

Harvest
The plant produces flowers and 
zucchinis the whole summer. The 
flowers can be deep-fried and ea-
ten (see page 34). Pick the flowers 
just before you want to eat them 
otherwise they will wilt. The smal-
ler the flower, the tastier they are. 

If you let the zucchini grow out 
completely it may look spectacu-
lar but it will end up more spongy 
than tasty. 
Zucchinis are best picked by cut-
ting their stems with a sharp 
knife. Don’t let the fruits get too 
big. They’re the tastiest at about 
10-12 cm. The more regularly you 
harvest, the more flowers and fruit 
will be produced.

Watch out for disease
Zucchinis that have not been pro-
perly fertilized can rot. Cut rot 
spots off the plant as soon as you 
see them since they can infect the 
rest of the flowers and fruit. 
Zucchinis are also sensitive to mil-
dew (white spots on the leaves), 
especially when they are a little ol-
der. This mostly happens when the 
plants are planted too close to each 
other and are not getting enough 
sun. You can’t do much against mil-
dew, but do cut off those leaves infec-
ted otherwise it will likely spread. 

The plant produces 
flowers and 

zucchinis the 
whole summer.

GARDENING TIPS

Zucchini 
IT’S AMAZING THAT SUCH A SMALL SCRAWNY PLANT CAN PUMP OUT 

SO MUCH EDIBLE STUFF. RESPECT FOR THE ZUCCHINI!

STEP 4
After about 8 weeks, you 
will see the first zucchinis 
hanging. Let them grow a 
bit more, but not too much.

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Funny: carve a name 

or word with knife 
into the zucchini 

when it’s still small 
(around 10 cm). The 

zucchini ‘recovers’ 
from these wounds 

but it left with a 
whitish scar. As the 
zucchini gets bigger 

you will get your own 
personalized zucchini.
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RECEPY

Flat pie with 
zucchini and 
manchego 
cheese
SELF HARVEST
• 2 big zucchinis, washed and cut into thin slices

FROM THE CUPBOARDS
• 4 tablespoons olive oil
• sea salt and pepper, roughly grinded

FROM THE SHOP
• pastry dough (roll)
• 1 cup of grated manchego 
 (a hard Spanish sheep’s cheese)
 
 
YOU DO IT LIKE THIS
Preheat the oven at 180˚C (hot air oven at 160˚C). 
Cover a cookie sheet or roasting pan with about 35 
x 20 cm of baking paper. Place the dough on this 
and then in a shingle pattern spread the zucchini 
slices. Sprinkle with cheese, salt and pepper. 
Spray, liberally, with olive oil. Bake the pie in the 
hot oven for about 15 minutes until golden brown. 

Zucchini 
spaghetti
It’s almost impossible to keep up with a happy 
(and therefore productive) zucchini plant. You re-
ally have to eat fast. So a recipe that can use a lot of 
zucchinis is very handy. While cutting them up can 
take a while, you do end up with something that 
really does resemble actual spaghetti. And that 
might prove useful when dealing with little ones 
who are on strike against vegetables.

SELF HARVEST
• 1 big zucchini cut into very thin strands
• 1 handful basil leaves, washed and sliced

FROM THE CUPBOARDS
• 2 cloves of garlic, peeled and finely chopped
• 2 tablespoons olive oil
• salt and pepper from the grinder

YOU DO IT LIKE THIS
Heat the oil in a wok or sauté pan. Cook the zuc-
chini strands quickly at a high temperature. Mix 
regularly with a tong or wooden spatula. Add the 
garlic, and salt and pepper to taste. Throw on a 
plate and mix in the basil.

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Want to make a full meal of 
it? Then mix in some regular 

long pasta (spaghetti,
bucatini, tagliatelle). Heat 

it all up, add a couple of 
tablespoons of cream, some 

grated Parmesan cheese 
and some lemon juice. Tip 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
This dish goes very nicely 
with a simple salad of ripe 

tomatoes, a dash of olive oil, 
and some salt and pepper.

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Manchego cheese can be 
substituted with an aged 
clove cheese. The taste 
is at least as exciting. 

Experiment!
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Zucchini 
towers with 
mozzarella 
and tomatoes
(FOR ABOUT 8 TOWERS)

SELF HARVEST
• 1 medium zucchini washed and sliced 
 into 1 cm pieces.
• 2 ripe tomatoes, washed and sliced

FROM THE CUPBOARD
• salt and pepper from the grinder

FROM THE SHOP
• 1 ball of a nice mozzarella
 (for example, buffalo mozzarella), sliced

EXTRA
• cocktail prikkers or desert forks
• baking paper

YOU DO IT LIKE THIS
Preheat the oven to 200˚C (hot air oven to 180˚C). 
Make a stack out of slices of zucchini, tomato and moz-
zarella. Sprinkle with pepper and salt. Cover a cookie 
sheet with baking paper and place the towers on it. 
Bake for around 15 minutes until cooked. Stick with 
cocktail prikkers or small forks. 

Deep-fried 
zucchini 
blossoms
SELF HARVEST
• 4 zucchini flowers, the one pictured 
 even had a small zucchini attached

FROM THE CUPBOARD
• 3 tablespoons flour, sieved
• salt and pepper from the grinder

FROM THE SHOP
• carbonated water

EXTRA 
• deep fryer or roasting pan with oil
• roll of paper towels

YOU DO IT LIKE THIS
Heat the deep fryer to 180˚C, or heat a thick layer 
of oil in the roasting pan. Prepare a few sheets of 
paper towels in a stack. Mix in some carbonated 
water into the flour until you get a batter that is 
yogurt-like in texture. Add some salt and pepper. 
Put the zucchini flowers through the batter and 
fry them until golden brown. Let them dry on the 
kitchen towels.

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

You can also bake the 
towers in a pan with 
a bit of olive oil. Put a 

cover on it and cook at a 
temperature that is not 

too high.

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Your flowers will be 
even tastier if you add 
a tablespoon of Italian 
green herbs or sesame 

seeds to the batter.

Notes

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Also tasty is to eat it with 

a dip made of yoghurt, 
mayo and some Italian 

green herbs.
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PUT ON YOUR BAKLAVA,  PLACE 
YOUR SEED PISTOL INTO ITS HOL-
STER AND PUT A SHOVEL UNDER 
YOUR ARM.  IT ’S  THE MIDDLE OF 
THE NIGHT AND TIME TO START 
LAYING SOME ROADSIDE BOMBS OF 
GREEN.  WELCOME TO THE WORLD 
OF GUERRILLA GARDENING AND 
THE RED CARROT FACTION.

Step  8: 
Harvest!

Step  1:
Find some abandoned and sad-looking land: it 
might just be a square meter somewhere in the 

park, or the ground around a lonely tree. Or 
lift a few bricks from your front walk and plant 

some vegetables next to your house.

Step  2: 
Think about what you want to grow. Choose 
for plants that can take a bit of abuse. And: 

how are you going to water them, where 
will you get this water and how will you 

transport it?

Step  3: 
Buy seeds or plants Step  4: 

Sprout the seeds - depending on the time of 
the year - in your kitchen or order a seed bomb 

(made of seed, compost and earth) at www.
threemiles.com/plantthepiece/call.html. You 
can throw these bombs at places that are out 

of reach. However it might get tricky when you 
want to start harvesting… 

Step  5: 
Turn the soil of your guerilla garden with a 
spade and put some gardening soil through 
it. Add some organic compost. Don’t add too 
much more soil around a tree’s base, 5 to 10 

centimeters at most. Step  6: 
Split up your guerilla garden into sections, 
and seed or plant in each part the vegetable 

that you want.

Step  7: 
Make sure that no cats can pee in your 

garden. Therefore make a fakir’s bed out of 
wooden saté sticks or follow other tips found 

on page 2.

Radishes

 in  8 
easy steps
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ALL THE STEPS

Sowing
From March to September you 
can plant radishes outside in the 
ground (or crate). Don’t put the 
seeds too closely together other-
wise they can’t grow properly. Ra-
dishes can also be planted in rows 
so you can use them as dividers in 
your kitchen garden or crate. 

Care
If only everything in life was as 
easy as growing radishes. You re-
ally don’t have to do much. But 
they do need a lot of water. That is, 
if you don’t want them to taste too 
sharp. By giving them a lot of wa-
ter, you soften their taste.

In crates
Round radishes can easily be grown 
in crates. It’s actually good for them 
since the earth heats up quickly in 
crates and they like that.

Harvest
Often you can harvest radishes 
after just four weeks. Don’t let the 
tuber get too big, marble-size is 
best. Pull them out with leaves and 
all but then immediately remove 
the foliage. That way the radishes 
stay fresher and crunchier. If you 
leave the foliage on, the radishes 
become soft within two hours.

Storage
The tastiest radishes are those 
freshly picked. But you can save 
them for a couple of days by refri-
gerating them or storing them in a 
container of water.

Rainbows of radishes
There are radishes of many dif-
ferent colors. Via seed sellers, you 
can often buy packs of mixed seeds 
from different types of radishes. 

Not only do these look good on the 
plate but they also all taste a lit-
tle different from each other. For 
example, radishes with a white 
tip are slightly spicier than those 
that are completely red. You can 
also have very skinny radishes and 
very big radishes. 

Colors of the radish: 
- Yellow radishes 
-  Pink radishes 
-  White radishes
-  Half red-half white radishes
-  Purple radishes

The radish family includes horsera-
dish. It’s a much bigger root, but 
has a comparably peppery taste.

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Plant 20 seeds every 10 
days in order to always 

have fresh radishes.

GARDENING TIPS

Radishes
THE TASTE OF STORE-BOUGHT RADISHES CAN NOT BE COMPARED WITH 

THOSE YOU GROW YOURSELF. THESE ARE REALLY MUCH MORE DELICIOUS. 
AND MUCH MORE CRISPY. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS WATER THEM ONCE IN 

A WHILE. AND WITHIN TWO TO FOURS WEEKS, YOU CAN ALREADY START 
HARVESTING YOUR FIRST ONES.

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Don’t let the radishes 

get too big. Mostly 
because they begin tas-
ting less good, but also 
because larger speci-

mens are more prone to 
moulds and insects.

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Radishes are good for 

the organs and works as 
a diuretic.

Tip 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Plant your radishes in a 
sunny and quiet spot so 
they will grow big, round 

and with less foliage. 

If only every-
thing in life was 
as easy as gro-
wing radishes.
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STEP  2 
Plant the radishes in a row. 

But watch out: don’t put 
them too close together 

otherwise they won’t grow 
properly.

STEP  3 
Give extra water when it’s warm 
weather. After four weeks, the 

harvest can begin.

STEP  1
Make the soil loose 

and moist.


